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Abstract—Teaching and learning support for bioinformatics
has become a popular research area. Proteomics education can be
bridged with technology enhancements such that tool support for
protein structures experiments. Generally, students in proteomics
require different tools with unique processing methods for a
given sequence, that makes the learning process challenging and
time-consuming. Without an efficient teaching platform to
conduct experiments, simulate algorithms and visualize outputs
can cause lack of interest over time and can adversely impact on
active student participation. This paper presents a novel concept
by utilizing a workflow tool to support teaching and learning of
bioinformatics. The tool facilitates to conduct experiments,
execute various algorithms and visualize outputs to derive
conclusions taught during lectures. The research outcome was
evaluated using a task-sheet which examined the student’s
understanding of the proteomics processing such as protein
search, alignment and annotation. The results demonstrated a
significant gain in understanding, which was reflected through
the student answers for the task sheet. The effectiveness and the
need for such system were proven to be positive with 85% of
educators appreciating the tool support for teaching and the tool
enabled more than 80% of student involvement within the first 18
minutes of the session.
Keywords—Experiential learning, bioinformatics workflow
management, genomics, proteomics, tool support for learning

I. INTRODUCTION
Bioinformatics discipline has become computationally
intensive in terms of application, research and support for
learning. It draws upon the strengths of computer sciences,
mathematics, and information technology to determine and
analyze information content and information flow in biological
systems [1]. Bioinformatics consists of several study areas such
as genomics, metabolomics, proteomics, etc. Among them,
proteomics has become an increasingly popular field of study
among bioinformaticians. Proteomics is referred to as the study
and analysis of proteins [2]. It plays an important role in the
functional analysis of cellular organisms as the functionality of
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each protein is determined by the stable three-dimensional
folding structures of the relevant protein [3]. The protein
folding process occurs due to the intra-molecular attractions
and repulsions, to minimize the total potential energy resulted
from such forces [3]. Recent advancements in bioinformatics,
makes its teaching and learning a concern for the academics.
Formal education in bioinformatics with an academic
curriculum was introduced for postgraduate students in the late
1990s [4]. By early 2000s, bioinformatics undergraduate
curriculum became popular with learning content from
computer simulations and rich media presentations. The
visualizations include the diagrammatic expression of genome
assembly, translation and transcription, the formation of protein
structures and behaviour of different protein structures.
However, the ability to conduct active experiments during the
process of teaching and learning bioinformatics is constrained
due to the involvement of many tools to perform at each
process step. For example, a study of a protein sequence can
involve searching in an existing protein database, aligning
sequences that provide best matches, obtaining the optimal
alignment and annotation of the matching proteins to discover
cleavage sites or to study phosphate involvement in the protein
chains. To conduct such an experiment, students must possess
knowledge on computer science and programming as most of
the software tools are either binaries or web services.
Although tools exist they are scattered and isolated hence
students may find challenging to combine such tools to conduct
a complete experiment. This task becomes further complex
when the students experiment with the same dataset over a
variety of algorithms and annotation tools. However, it is
evident by the utilization of learning tools that students can be
provided with easy experimentations to satisfy experiential
learning by Kolb [5] which is a widely adopted learning
methodology. The steps included in Kolb’s experiential
learning framework have been carefully considered in many
successful learning tools.

The proposed educational tool intends to improve the
quality of proteomics learning by increasing the ability to
experiment and practice experiential learning through the
bioinformatics workflow modelling. Section II elaborates the
literature on the tools and technologies in bioinformatics
education and existing educational platforms. Section III
describes the architecture of the proposed tool to improve
learning and Section IV explains the methodology and the
student evaluations of the system. The experimental results and
the analysis are presented in Section V. Section VI concludes
the paper with the inferences obtained from the results and
related future research.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. Teaching and Learning in Bioinformatics
The field of education has taken a novel path with the
emergence of Technology Enhanced Learning (TEL). TEL
embraces computer technologies to cater different stages of
course delivery such as curriculum setting, delivering of the
course content and the evaluation of learning outcomes. A
number of studies have been carried out to enhance teaching
and learning bioinformatics using TEL. In Saravanan et al. [6]
course design identifies how E-Learning could fit into
bioinformatics learning with content development, instructional
phase, etc. A similar research has been conducted by Brame [7]
presenting the Cognitive Theory of Multimedia Learning,
which identifies three stages of learning as sensory memory,
working memory and long-term memory. The reception of
concepts in each stage of learning is enhanced using Cognitive
Models utilizing technology that resembles how the memory of
human works. Magana et al. [8] have conducted a survey using
undergraduate and graduate students studying bioinformatics in
order to address the challenges faced during the integration of
both computer science and biology. The research was
conducted based on many tools such as BLAST, PubMed and
NCBI resources. According to the results, it has been evident
that computerized tool support for bioinformatics education has
made it possible to effectively communicate complex concepts.
However, most of the similar research has been conducted in
genomics, which involves fewer complex visualizations
compared to Proteomics that has complex 3D visualizations.
B. Challenges Faced in Proteomics Education
Proteomics plays an important role in bioinformatics
learning and has short and long-term effects on academia, the
industry and the general users [9]. Today, bioinformatics
education is considered one of the key STEM disciplines
incorporating knowledge from diverse disciplines such as
mathematics, biology, physics, chemistry and medicine. This
multidisciplinary perspective makes learning proteomics a
challenge to the non-expert, dedicated learners [10].
With the introduction of workflows, bioinformaticians have
used workflow management systems to compose and execute a
series of computational or data manipulation tasks as steps in
an executable pipeline [11]. These tools can be used to
visualize the end results of different bioinformatics workflows.
The quality of bioinformatics learning can be enhanced by
providing experimental tools such as Galaxy [12] and Taverna
[13], which enables students to interact and experiment.

Without adequate practical experience or tools to visualize
experiments, it is difficult for students to grasp these
cognitively demanding concepts and working principles.
Moreover, analysis tools such as protein annotating tools (for
example, prediction servers developed by DTU Bioinformatics
[14]) are available as scripts, which require a certain amount of
programming expertise to compile and execute. It would be
more convenient if there is a central platform for students,
where they can customize such tools to create workflows and
experiment with available data.
C. Existing Educational Techniques
Different tools are used to teach bioinformatics for
undergraduates [15]. Online sources such as Protein Data Bank
[16] allow students to get information on proteins and nucleic
acids and understand their nature using the provided colourful
visualizations. Vendors such as NCBI [17] offer freely
accessible comprehensive online tutorials with user manuals.
Protein BLAST [18] aligns a given set of protein sequences and
visualizes the sequence alignments. However, the alignments
are visualized in 2D and it does not provide an interactive user
experience. NCBI Structure viewer (Cn3D) [19] is another tool
used to understand different protein structures. Students can use
these tools by analyzing and visualizing protein structures from
NCBI's Entrez Structure database. Some other popular tools are
Visual Molecular Dynamics [20], CLC Main Workbench [21]
and Taverna Workbench [13]. Games such as Foldit [22],
provide a gamified learning experience in protein folding
patterns; players collaborate and compete to create accurate
protein structure models.
Web technologies based educational resources have become
popular among students and they have become part of the
modern educational system [23]. A popular trend in line with
this is to provide the infrastructure facilitating students with
practical training. Virtual Labs [24], was introduced to allow
students to learn in simulated environments to mimic actual lab
conditions. Both governments and private organizations
provide funding for Virtual Lab projects for biology study
areas, such as genomics, proteomics and metabolomics. HHMI
Biomedical Interactive Virtual Labs [25] and Annenberg
Learner [26] are popular virtual platforms that provide
proteomics-related learning content. The Virtual Proteomics
Lab [23] developed at the Indian Institute of Technology
Bombay, allows students to do experiments and
comprehensively explains the details of protein extraction,
sample preparation and separation techniques.
D. Technologically Enhanced Learning Frameworks
Among the variety of Technology Enhanced Learning
(TEL) techniques, many successful experiments were
conducted using Kolb’s experiential learning framework [5].
This includes the 4 cyclic steps; abstract conceptualization,
active experimentation, concrete experience and reflective
observation. SOLO (Structure of Observed Learning Outcome)
[27] by Biggs and Collis have also contributed to the advances
in education support tools in TEL. Thus, Kolb’s experiential
learning framework and SOLO taxonomy can improve the
anticipated gain in the quality of learning by the proposed tool.
The research presented in this paper incorporated these two
models to develop the course content and to conduct teaching.

The experiment evaluates the intended learning outcomes
(ILO) of the two groups by using the concept of constructive
alignment given by Biggs [27].
III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The proposed system to improve student learning
experience consists of three components, the Bioinformatics
workflow tool (the front end), microservices backend and the
API gateway. The microservices architecture was adopted to
ensure the integration of components in a programming
language agnostic manner and to embrace message passing as
the mode of communication. Further, this architecture enabled
the integration of new services to increase the scope of the
teaching capabilities sought from the proposed solution.
A. Bioinformatics Workflow Tool
This tool facilitates students to conduct an experiment by
connecting
several
bioinformatics
functions.
The
Bioinformatics workflow tool [28][29] was developed as a
previous attempt in the provision of improved user experience
and GPU accelerated computations for the scientific
community to conduct bioinformatics analyses involving
complex workflows. The newer integrations include the
microservices architectural pattern and the ability to perform
complex workflows and protein annotations, which is a vital
component in proteomics. The workflow tool enables users to
drag and drop components to a drawing canvas, which enables
connecting the components to generate a complete workflow.
B. Microservices Backend
The individual services required to complete an
experimental workflow is deployed as microservices, which
communicate with each other using the API gateway. Services
can be added to the system enabling new functions to the
workflow tool so that newer topics can be taught by exercising
different experiments; this finer granular control in teaching
and experiment design offer flexibility to the learning.
C. API Gateway
This component acts as the mediator between the
microservices and the workflow tool. Addition and
modification of functions are done by including new services
and API endpoints to the API gateway. All the communications
through the API gateway are performed by JSON message
passing.

The component-wise arrangement of the system is
illustrated in Fig. 1. The web-based workflow modelling tool
connects with the relevant services through the API gateway.
The services are integrated to cover the course content for
teaching purposes and databases that are required by services
are provided as independent components. For example, the
BLAST service, which is a typical algorithm studied under
pairwise alignment in bioinformatics connects to its own
sequence database and functions as an independent component.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
The implementation of the system was carried out in the
form of two separate units; bioinformatics workflow modelling
tool and the microservices platform. The system was deployed
in a computing cluster, which utilized both CPUs and GPUs
extending the scope of the workflow tool and enabling the
study of parallelism in CPU and GPU environments. Services
are separately deployed in relevant clusters to harness the
computing power in an optimal manner. However, despite the
actual execution platform, all the functionalities are exposed to
the students via the frontend workflow tool which provides
simple configurations to change the execution platform. Table I
demonstrates the actual hardware configurations of the
computing cluster in which the services were deployed.
TABLE I.

HARDWARE SPECIFICATIONS OF THE COMPUTING CLUSTER

Specification

CPU

GPU

i7 4770 3.4GHz

GeForce GTX 480

Physical Cores

4

384 (CUDA)

Logical Cores

8

384 (CUDA)

8GB

4GB

Model

Memory lane size

A. Bioinformatics Workflow Tool Implementation
The bioinformatics workflow tool is the key user interface
of the system with which the learners interact. HTML 5 with
Angular JS version 4 was used to develop this component. Fig.
2 demonstrates the user interface of the workflow tool.

Fig. 2. The user interface of the workflow modelling tool

Fig. 1. The arrangement of components and services

The structure in the left side panel of the screen depicted in
Fig. 2 shows the drag and drop components that correspond to
different steps in a complete workflow. The drawing canvas

facilitates the arrangement of bioinformatics operations in the
order indicated by the arrowheads. Each component can be
extended and connected to more than one component making a
complex workflow tree or a graph. These components can be
moved across the scrollable canvas and provide easy
modelling.
The tree view is loaded from the services database which
registers each of the services and relevant parameters sought by
the user in the corresponding component in the user interface.
Moreover, the frontend is developed using a component-based
architecture facilitating modifications to cater changing
requirements of the field of bioinformatics education.

using visualizers. The visualization for MSA is shown in Fig. 5.
The MSA visualizer used was MSAViewer [37].
3) Annotation Services
Protein annotation is an important concept in the study of
proteins. For the experimental purposes three annotation tools;
NetPhos [38], ProP [39] and SignalP [40] were utilized. These
services can be fed with alignment outputs from MSA
components and connect them in the workflow tool. The output
of these annotators could be obtained in a tabular manner
indicating regions of interest depending on the type of the
annotation tool.

Fig. 3 shows the execution of the experimental workflows.
It abstracts the bioinformatics related services into computing
clusters illustrating the execution platforms. These platforms
are invoked to run relevant services by the scheduler service
which executes within the CPU cluster. Initially, the workflows
are created and submitted by the users. Then the front-end of
the system generates a template for the given workflow and
submits it as a JSON object to the scheduler API. The
scheduler executes the workflow by calling relevant services,
determines the execution order with the level of parallelism and
invocates data format conversion processes to fit between
individual services.

Fig. 4. Visualization of a BLAST results

Fig. 3. Execution of the experiment workflows

B. Microservices Platform Implementation
The microservices platform is implemented by deploying
NodeJS server instances to perform each function. The case
used for this paper has utilized several key services. The
Scheduler is the main service coordinating the execution of
services in a given workflow. The other services are as follows:
1) BLAST Service
This service provides users with the Basic Local Alignment
Search Tool (BLAST) [30] functionality with BLAST 2.2.28+
version and the GPU accelerated version. This enables the
experimentation of pairwise alignment of protein and
nucleotide sequences from the sequence database. For this
experiment, BLAST-P was used to carry out the search env_nr
database from NCBI BLAST FTP Server [31]. The learners
also can visualize the output to observe the results graphically
using BLAST viewer [32]. The output is shown as in Fig. 4.
2) Multiple Sequence Alignment Services
Multiple Sequence Alignment (MSA) services include
Clustal Omega [33], T-Coffee [34], DIALIGN [35] and
MaxAlign [36] services. These enable learners to experiment
with different alignment algorithms and observe the results

Fig. 5. Visualization of an MSA execution

V. EVALUATION
The proposed tool supported learning process was
evaluated by providing an in-class activity for the students. The
tool supported teaching process was evaluated by considering
the opinions of bioinformatics educators using an open-ended
questionnaire. Moreover, a survey was conducted to collect
feedback on the tool experience of the students and educators.
A. In-Class Activity for Students
The in-class activity consisted of five questions asking
students to design experiments to carry out the tasks described
in each question. Fig. 6 shows the last three questions of the in-

class activity, which emphasise the practical aspects of
proteomics. Students were divided into two sets, 50 students
per group. One group could use the workflow tool, whereas the
other group had open access to the Internet where they were
provided with the required tools but with no access to the
workflow tool. The course content was developed to give the
knowledge required for the quiz in an unbiased manner.
The course content included the aspects: introduction to
proteomics; pairwise alignment of protein sequences; BLAST
and MSA with proteins; protein annotation tools and their
purpose; combining BLAST, MSA and annotators to study
protein sequences obtained from the environment.

Fig. 7. Workflow related to the third question in the quiz

Fig. 8. Workflow related to the fourth question in the quiz

Fig. 6. The questions involving active experimentation in the given quiz

Fig. 7 shows the correct workflow for the third question.
This invokes several services followed by merging the results
to a visualization. This helps students to understand the process
of the three alignment algorithms and their computational
intensity. Students were allowed to experiment with the
algorithms separately, observe the time taken by each algorithm
and study their visualizations to identify the gaps, matches and
mismatches. The times elapsed were indicated to students on
the tool itself after successful execution of a given workflow. A
breakdown of the times taken by individual processes are
provided for the students along with the total time of execution.
This information is provided to study the behaviour of different
algorithms and their computational time complexities.
Fig. 8 shows the expected workflow model to answer the
fourth question. This is a simple workflow to make students
ready for the final question which covers the complete course
content. This involves performing a BLAST search by the
protein sequence as in the question and obtaining the Max
Align after aligning each of the match provided by BLAST
search. The MSA was required to work with Clustal Omega.
In the final question, students were set to use the complete
knowledge of the module by developing the workflow shown
in Fig. 9. This requires the knowledge of pairwise alignment,
MSA and annotation tools to study the organization of a protein
sequence. Students are required to study the annotation output
and identify cleavage sites. This evaluates the understanding of
the overall module. Fig. 10 shows students participating in the
experiment and using the tool during their practice, whereas
Fig. 11 shows a quiz session as part of the experiment.

Fig. 9. Workflow related to the fifth question in the quiz

Fig. 10. Students participating in the evaluation session.

Fig. 11. The student quiz session as part of the evaluation experiment.

B. Open-Ended Questionnaire for Educators
The open-ended questionnaire consisted of five questions to
get the opinion of bioinformatics educators regarding the use of
the proposed tool to design experiments as part of their
teaching. The questionnaire was completed by 20 educators,
consisting of lecturers, teaching assistants and lab assistants,
who were involved in conducting the bioinformatics module as
part of the BSc Engineering (Hons) curriculum at the
university. Fig. 12 shows the open-ended questions provided
for educators.

It is evident from the graph shown in Fig. 14 that the
students who were using the tool were actively involved in
experimenting and learning while the other group of students
were no longer using the material. This emphasises Kolb’s
experiential learning presented in the model being practised
with the enhanced teaching and learning activities with the tool
support. Considering the marks obtained by each set of
students, the group of students who were involved with the
workflow tool outperformed the other students. Fig. 15
indicates the marks obtained for the five questions in the inclass activity by each group of students. It is evident that the
marks gained by students who were actively experimenting the
tool were better at answering the questions due to the ease of
access to the different tools and the ability to perform more
experiments addressing their mistakes through several retries.

Fig. 12. The open-ended questions asked from the educators

C. General Survey for Students and Educators
A general survey was conducted using a Likert Scale and
the statements included in the survey are listed in Fig. 13. The
solution of providing bioinformatics learning using a tool was
evaluated through these10 statements using a participant
sample of 20 students and 20 educators.

Fig. 14. Percentage of students using the study material vs the time elapsed

The students who participated in the quiz were asked to
provide feedback and comments afterwards. Elaborated below
are some perspectives of the students expressed on their
learning experience by using the tool. We could observe that
the students have had positive learning experiences while using
the tool and have suggested to add more features.
[Student 1]: …good to visualize what is learned in class…
[Student 2]: …very useful. It is better if you can add more
features to conduct analyses with protein data…
[Student 3]: …was very flexible to design my own workflow…
Fig. 13. Statements used in the general survey

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Results of the In-Class Activity Conducted for Students
The student involvement with the course content was
evaluated for those who used the tool and the other group. The
gathered times includes the active usage of study content by
both groups which reflect the level of experiential learning by
each of the groups. Fig. 14 demonstrates the percentage of
students who were involved in the learning material provided.
Learning material was provided via a website hosted on the
local network and was monitored using HotJar [41].

B. Opinions of Educators
According to the opinions obtained from the educators by
the open-ended questionnaire, 55% of them had stated opinions
that positively support the fact that the tool can support
students by providing step-by-step instructions to execute
different algorithms related to bioinformatics and understand
their functions within lab sessions. This deduction was derived
from a word analysis which considered “*good*”, “*support*”,
“*can use*”, “*useful*” and “*flexible*” expressions as
feedback to be in favour of the presented tool. 70% of the
educators felt that the tool could be used even with a limited
knowledge of technology to design and evaluate lab
assignments of students. 65% of the respondents stated that the
tool can be used to design lab experiments including workflows
with guided tutorials which the students can attempt within the

class. Since the tool visualized the end results, 80% of the
educators stated that the students can evaluate the correctness
of their experiments and self-evaluate their progress. 85% of
the responses concluded that the tool can assist students in
learning about bioinformatics concepts such as sequence
alignment and protein annotation.
Given below are some perspectives of the educators
expressed about their teaching experience by using the tool.
[Educator 1]: …can be used to provide step by step instructions
for students during the lab time…
[Educator 2]: …good for students to encourage self-studying…

the tool is well suited and organized to be used in teaching
(denoted by statement 2). 87.5% of participants either agreed or
strongly agreed to use the tool over conventional study
techniques (denoted by statement 10). For all other statements,
more than 80% of the participants responded positively towards
the use of the tool. Therefore, it is evident that the proposed
solution will positively contribute to both the educators and
learners in achieving the intended learning outcomes. Since the
tool is specialized in bioinformatics workflow modelling, it
ensures that both biologists and computer scientists will be
equally benefitted in teaching and learning bioinformatics.

[Educator 3]: …educators even with limited knowledge of
technology can use this tool to support students…

Fig. 16. The survey responses overview from the students and educators
Fig. 15. Average marks obtained for the questions in the in-class activity

A summary of pluses, minuses, and possible improvements
received for the workflow tool from the student and educator
feedback is indicated in Table II.
TABLE II.

PLUSES, MINUSES AND IMPROVEMENTS MENTIONED IN THE
OPEN-ENDED SURVEY COMMENTS

Pluses

Minuses

Ideal for the in-class
teaching of the
subject.

Requires analysis
functionality to be used
for nucleotide study.

Simple and intuitive
design which is
flexible and easy to
use..
Allows visualizing
intermediate steps.
Can conduct sessions
easily at a larger scale
due to the web-based
nature.

Requires additional
visualization
capabilities for 3D
viewing of structures.
Currently no available
as an open platform.
Lacks a method to
share course content
within the tool.

Possible
Improvements
Add more
microservices
satisfying the
required functions.
Improvements
intend to facilitate
viewing using VR
technology.
Deploy in a publicly
accessible cluster.
Add functionality to
create course
sessions and attach
content.

C. General Survey Results
Fig. 16 illustrates the responses obtained from the general
survey of students and educators. According to the results, 75%
of the participants mentioned that the tool will be intellectually
stimulating to use (denoted by statement 1). 100% of the
participants either agreed or strongly agreed with the fact that

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Kolb’s theory of experiential learning uses four main stages
as Concrete Experience, Reflective Observation, Abstract
conceptualization and Active Experimentation involving the
entire lifecycle of proper teaching and learning. It is evident
from the conducted experiment that the lack of Active
Experimentation due to unavailability of tools caused students
to score lesser in the proteomics learning activities; in contrast,
the group who had the opportunity to use our proposed tool
could score better and demonstrated higher levels of
achievement of intended learning outcomes. Furthermore, from
the conducted survey it is evident that there is a clear
requirement of tool support for experimentation as part of the
teaching and learning in proteomics. One of the important
observations was appreciative feedback received from both the
educators and the students for the research contribution through
tool support for proteomics study.
This research was carried out taking proteomics, a key
study area in bioinformatics, as the focused domain to provide
tool support for teaching and learning. Although the research
data and feedback are limited to proteomics, the work can
easily be generalized to include other study fields
bioinformatics since the generic approach we have followed
with the tool architecture and its implementation. Due to the
practical constraints, the research participant sample involved
in the evaluation consisted of a small group of students and
educators; a careful selection strategy was followed to
incorporate the best representative user samples having similar

levels of knowledge and skills in subject matter to improve the
reliability of research outcome. While there are several
extensions planned to enhance the tool, as the immediate future
research, we expect to incorporate virtual reality (VR) and
augmentation to support the immersive learning of proteomics
with enhanced 3D visualizations of protein structures so that
students can understand them intuitively.
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